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MERRY CHRISTMAS!
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Supplies needed for Ch
Christmas bonus tasks:
*10 sets of bells. Tie them together,
her, for groups of “Jingle Bells.”
*Silly String (8-10 cans).
*8-10 Rolls of toilet paper.
*8-10 Rolls of red streamers.
*8-10 Rolls of green streamers.
*10 canisters of play dough.
Consider the followin
ng themes and decorating ideas:
s:
*Christmas Trees. Try one per team
eam and decorate with ornaments for each color team.
am. You could also
place a Christmas tree in the center
ter ccircle, or no fly zone.
*Christmas Cookies. Enjoy cookies
ies aas a snack after OMC, or have kids decorate cookies
kies as a part of the
actual game.
*12 Days of Christmas. Use the 12 D
Days of Christmas as stations where players can get new tasks or
turn in completed tasks.
*Christmas Names. Name each team
eam after a Christmas-related object or theme (the carolers,
car
the
reindeer, the candy canes, etc.)
*Use Stockings. Have each team tur
turn in completed tasks to their team’s stocking.
*Dress the part. Your event staff can wear hats and attire to dress up like Christmas helpers.
hel
*Create Presents. Wrap large boxes
xes as Christmas presents and use those in the center
ter circle
c
to hold
supplies, or at each station for task
sk ccollection.
*Creative Caroling. Have each team
am come up with a cheer to the tune of a favorite Chris
hristmas carol.
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Have a very Merry O
OMC Christmas!

Find 4 Friends and sing
“We Wish you a Merry
Christmas” at the top of
your lungs!

Run around the playing
area flapping your
angel wings, singing,
“HARK!”

Find 3 grown men and
ask each of them, “Are
You St. Nick or are you a
wise man?”

Wrap an adult leader in
Green Streamers and
sing,
sing, “Oh Christmas
Tree.”

Decorate a friend as a
candy cane.
cane. (Wrap them
in toilet paper and red
streamers.)
streamers.)

Get play dough from the
center and create 3
Christmas Objects.

Ring Bells & Run around
the playing area
singing, “Jingle Bells!”
Ask Everyone you pass
to join you.

Coat 2 friends in silly
string while screaming,
“LET IT SNOW!!!”

